INTERIOR & EXTERIOR SHADES
“Quality you can trust with service you can count on!”

Privately owned and operated, Polar Shades® is known as an industry leader for providing the ultimate in custom sun control products for over 17 years. Polar Shades® offers a complete line of manual, motorized and completely automated Interior and Exterior Shades. With over 1,500 rolls of fabric in stock, Polar Shades® offers a full array of unique and popular fabrics - from designer fabrics to complete black-out fabrics - we have the perfect shade for all applications.

Our shades are manufactured in Las Vegas, Nevada at our newly expanded state-of-the-art facility and distributed to our dealers nationwide and internationally. We are committed to providing exceptional quality and craftsmanship at a competitive price with quick turnaround times. All of our fabric is cut on a computerized table, for a precise square cut on every side and the latest in RF (Radio Frequency) welding technology is utilized for precise seaming and closure of pockets. Our quality control process guarantees each shade is run through rigorous testing on our assembly lift racks ensuring a flawless shade every time.

Our goal is to provide our customers with unrivaled products and outstanding customer service that surpasses their expectations. Whatever your needs are, large or small, Polar Shades® Manufacturing should be your choice for “covering everything under the sun.”

Please give your local, authorized Polar Shades distributor a call for assistance with your sun control needs or contact Polar Shades to find a distributor in your area at:

702.260.6110 or 877.260.6110
520 East Sunset Road, Henderson, NV 89011
www.polarshade.com

Limited Lifetime Warranty! Best Built. Best Backed.
COMMERCIAL - RESIDENTIAL
Developers, Architects and Designers are welcome!
For Architectural Binders & Specifications, please contact our office.
OPTIONS:
- Quiet Motors
- Decorative Fascia
- Recessed Housing
- Home Automation Integration
- Remote Controls
- Room Darkening or Complete Blackout

INTERIOR DUO SHADES
Enjoy the best of both worlds with our Heavy Duty Interior Duo Shades providing you privacy (black-out shade) and sun control (sheer shade) all in one shade.

OPTIONS:
- Complete Automation Integration
- Remote Controls
- Decorative Fascia
- Recessed Housing
- Quiet Motors

RETRACTABLE INTERIOR SHADES
One of the best ways to control the sun's damaging UV rays and provide a nice accent for the interior of your home is with a Polar Shades® Retractable Interior Sun Shade. Our Interior Shades come in a variety of designer colors and fabrics to accommodate any opening.

The benefit of an Interior Sun Shade is not only its ability to cool down any living space, but also its ability to prevent sun damage to your valuables, furniture and carpets, while also maintaining your view. In addition, they can be activated by remote control or integrated with your existing home automation system, so you can operate your shades individually or all of them simultaneously with a push of a button.

BEST BUILT. BEST BACKED.

INTERIOR DUO SHADES
Great for home theaters or bedrooms
OPTIONS:
- Wind Sensor
- Sun Sensor
- Remote Control
- Interior Wall Mount Controls

RETRACTABLE EXTERIOR SHADES

Polar Shades Select™ line of manual or motorized retractable shades offer an ideal solution to help you with your damaging sun issues. Constructed from the highest quality materials, these shades can be mounted on windows, patios, or any other opening around your home to stop up to 98% of the solar heat rays and provide up to 100% shade. With just the touch of a button, you will enjoy almost total non-glare visibility on the inside, while maintaining your privacy and view.

Another great benefit that you’ll enjoy with Polar Shades Select™ Exterior Shades occurs during the summer months when your air conditioning costs will be cut dramatically due to the shades’ ability to keep the heat and damaging sun rays away from your home. Polar Shades® offers a wide variety of trim and fabric colors in order to match your home’s exterior and are custom fitted to meet your sun control needs.

For spans up to 14 feet wide, we recommend the 4” ELITE...for spans greater than 14 feet wide, we recommend the 5.5” TITAN.

Limited Lifetime Warranty!

BEST BUILT. BEST BACKED.
ZIP-RITE EXTERIOR SHADE

Polar Shades® Zip-Rite Exterior Shades provide a complete seal between your shade and track. They’re great for patios, windows and french doors.

- Expand your outdoor living space
- Complete seal between the shade and track
- Keep pets in and pests out
- Complete golf ball and debris protection
- Save energy and cool patio down
- Protect furniture, carpet and valuables
- Creates comfort and privacy
- Can tie in with new or existing automation

EXTERIOR CLUTCH SHADE

Polar Shades Select™ Exterior Clutch Shades stop up to 90% of the solar heat rays. You enjoy almost total non-glare visibility from the inside, while cutting air-conditioning costs drastically during the summer time. Polar Shades® offers a wide variety of colors and styles of solar fabric and hardware (white, tan, bronze) to match any home's exterior. Our Exterior Clutch Shades are available with either track or cable and an optional 4” fascia.

PATIO ROLL-SHADE

Polar Shades Select™ Manual or Motorized Retractable Patio Roll-Shades are mounted on the outside of the patio covering your outdoor living space. Our Patio Roll-Shades have the same durable components as the 5.5” TITAN or 4.0” ELITE, without the cassette. These exterior retractable solar screens stop up to 90% of the solar heat rays to a 100% blockout shade. You’ll enjoy almost total non-glare visibility, while enjoying your patio area during the summer time. Polar Shades® offers a wide variety of colors and styles of solar fabric and hardware (white, bronze, pesho sand, camel and tan) to match any home’s exterior.

HARDWARE AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS

- White
- Bronze
- Pesho Sand
- Camel
- Tan

BEST BUILT. BEST BACKED.
Your Polar Shades® Distributor Is: